STADIUM LED 1500

The SportsBeams LED 1500 is the
single brightest luminary currently in
production.

Athletes can’t keep their eyes on
the ball with glare from other
lights. Our single glass optic lights
fields evenly with smooth, clear light.

BROADCAST QUALITY
Our founders are experts in
broadcast lighting (just ask
Emmy®). They’ve put their years of
expertise into our stadium lights so
every uniform looks as good on TV as it does live.

Our patented active cool system
reduces our weight fixture by over
40%, maintains constant LED & board
temperature, and allows for any mounting
angle in more extreme environments.

■ 1500W LED illumination
■ 200,000 lumens/180,000 delivered
■ Ethernet connectivity for wireless or wired DMX control
■ Glare-reducing, patented single glass optic for even field lighting
■ High 90+ CRI color fidelity option
■ Instant re-strike and dimming dow to 1 watt.
■ IP-66 weather-tight housing & system
■ Patented active cooling provides multiple levels of protection

Our 1500W Stadium LED can replace
at least two 1500W standard HIDs.
Plus, one of our lights weighs 1/3 less
than two HIDs.

ADVANCED INTELLIGENCE

ACTIVE COOLING SYSTEM

KEY FEATURES:

■ 75,000+ hour rated LEDs

REPLACE 2 FOR 1

200,000 LUMENS

REDUCED GLARE

Each Sportsbeams 1500 is equipped
with serious intelligence. It tracks
lighting hours, fan speed, heat, output
and more. Armed with its own MAC address,
each light can be controlled individually or together.

DECADES OF BROADCAST EXPERIENCE
Our founders’ extensive technical achievements
of Sportbeams Founders include Emmy®
Awards for LED lighting technology “so innovative in nature that they materially have affected
the ...recording of television.”
After leading the LED revolution for television and
motion picture lighting for over a decade,
including lighting major sporting events,
television and sports broadcast studios,
they bring their technological wizardry to the
Sportsbeams Stadium LED 1500 .
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SPORTS STADIUMS

Our first installation was in Raymond James Stadium
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MULTIPLE
APPLICATIONS

DRIVING RANGE

INDUSTRIAL

SKI RESORTS

Anywhere the highest
quality of light is needed,
the best solution will
always be Spor tsBeams.

OIL RIGS

1500 STADIUM LED GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
LUMEN OUTPUT

200,000

TOTAL INPUT POWER

1,650 Watts

LED POWER

1,500 Watts

INPUT VOLTAGE

100 to 480VAC

POWER FACTOR

>.95

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

-40 - +50° C

THD

<15%

CRI

70 to 90

COLOR TEMPERATURE

4500°K - 5700°K

L70

75,000 Hours

INTRUSION

IP66

BEAM ANGLE

13.2° to 42.7°

FIELD ANGLE

28° TO 104.7°

THE SAFE & ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRENDLY CHOICE
Unlike HIDs, our LED lights don’t pose any
explosion risk
Our lights don’t contain any toxic mercury or other
harmful materials
LEDs emit zero ultraviolet radiation, which can
cause eye and skin damage
We reduce spill light with our our tightly focused,
single-lens beam and glare reducing visor, limiting
light pollution

Our high-quality light fixtures are covered covered by one or more of the following certifications:
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